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About This Game

Grand Prize Winner of the 2014 Indie Game Maker contest.

Magic is a curse. A plague upon the world and those that live in it. Those that are born with this curse unwittingly sap the mana
from the earth they stand in. In order to prevent these abominations from draining away the world's lifeblood, they are locked
away in a castle in an isolated dimension. It is in this castle that the cursed are to remain, removed from society so that their

magic does not harm normal people. They are to be kept here for the rest of their miserable lives.
At least, that's the way it should have been...

Suddenly, a loud crash is heard. A young girl, kept apart from the rest of the castle, looks up from the ground. The magical
barrier that prevented her escape slowly dissipates. Standing up, she pushes open the gate and finds her first taste of freedom.
Guide her as she teams up with a renegade mage boy to search for the truth behind the castle, her unique magic, and a way to

escape.

Features

A simple, but deep Spell Fusion system that allows for lots of experimentation.

A heavy atmosphere made from a somber soundtrack, terrifying enemies, and a powerful tale.

Simple puzzles that rely on each character's field abilities.
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A variety of locations to explore.

A twist on traditional turn-based combat via MP charging.

Discover the tragic stories of the castle's inhabitants by piecing together bits of information found throughout the
adventure.

3 different endings affected by your actions.
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remnants of isolation walkthrough. remnants of isolation. remnants of isolation steam

I really enjoy this game. It is a turn-based, isometric view (Diablo-style view looking down from above), single-player fantasy
roleplaying game. Let me break that down:

Turn-Based: While not in combat you move your party around exploring wilderness, dungeon, and city environments and
interacting with various friendly and hostile NPCs (non-player characters controlled by the computer). When battle starts, the
game goes into turn-based mode. People who like the fast and furious action of real-time games like Diablo might find turn-
based combat to be slow and tedious. I like it because I can let my attention wander if need be or even walk away for a restroom
break right in the middle of battle. It also allows for the formulation of tactics based on the battlefield conditions.

Isometric View: Many RPGs in the 90s used isometric view. The view is from above and slightly at an angle like the Diablo
games. It's nice because you get a kind of "god's eye view" of the game area.

Single-Player: There is no multiplayer option for Avernum: Escape From the Pit.

Fantasy Roleplaying Game: The environment is traditional "Western medieval style fantasy" (i.e., swords and armor and spells
and fantasy monsters). There is a bit of a twist in that the game opens up with your being exiled via magic teleportation to a
supposedly inescapable underworld where criminals and political prisoners are sent when they cause problems for the Empire.

You can choose from a number of traditional classes (sorcerer, warrior, rogue, berserker, priest, etc.) or you can create your
own classes. The pre-made classes are merely certain selections from the game's many abilities, skills, and powers available to
characters both when they are created and as they level up. Selecting a pre-made class does not pidgeon hole your character
because as you level up you can choose to improve any abilities, skills and powers.

There are multiple difficulties to choose from ranging from beginner to nightmare. You can even change difficulty whenever
you wish. So things are going to easy? Notch up the difficulty. Getting frustrated by how hard the play is? Notch it down.

For $10 you absolutely cannot go wrong. This is a fantasy RPG in the tradition of 90s games. I used to play the SSI gold box
D&D computer games and Avernum is a great game in the same tradition.. With a top notch soundtrack and upgraded breakout
gameplay, shatter is probably one of the best deals you can get out there on steam, specially when its on sale.

The game has clean graphics and a futuristic "blocky" art style that is pleasing on the eyes. The story mode is quite lengthy, it
can get boring at times, more often towards the end game but the creative boss fights and good music help to make the first
playthorugh very enjoyable.

Story mode lacks replay value but bonus mode and boss time attack are good, entertaining options, when you want a quick
game.

Shatter is an amazing game that is constantly overlooked. It is not TF2, but for an indie game and its price it is quite the deal..
It's really quite good - sort-of Tetris but really not Tetris...

It has a load of game modes and plenty of hooks - it has that "nearly dead and rescued at the last second" thing which Tetris was
brilliant at

Highly Recommended

p.s. if you like that, seek out Slydris - it's not available on Steam but is worth finding as it's also a rather excellent Tetris
Variant!!. Easiest 100% achievments on steam, but the game is dead.. After a good title, that was The Inner World, The Last
Wind Monk is nothing short of a disappointment. Puzzles aside, most of them is on the original's level of easy\/obscure (e.g.
building a little boat to catch a fly that's within your arms' reach, you've heard that right). Serviceable enough. The writing,
however, is inexcusable. Original characters are terribly re-written and participate in an artificially provoked and nonsensically
resolved story that doesn't even tell anything new - the message is the same as the original's, except written much worse. There
are things introduced early that are being dropped right after, or introduced at the very end game without any reason or
relevance to the story, and they all lack any kind of character or a comfy feeling The Inner World was full of.
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The whole thing feels more like a bad fan fiction written by a bunch of random people, not an expansion of the original material
made by its creators.
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Hilarious, and workshop support allows even more compatability.. When I was young, my brother and I received a game from
our godmother that we had no idea what it was about. All we saw on the case were the words "Lost Eden" and a pterodactyl
flying over a jungle. We booted the game up and we started playing. AND THEN THE MUSIC KICKED IN. My brother and I
were freaked out and imeadiately turned off the game. We had nightmares for weeks.
Flashforward a decade later, we start replaying the game with our cousin and we braved through it.
Flashforward another decade and it's finally on Steam and still one of my favorite games from childhood!. Love the originals, so
bought this soley for that fact. Its too clunky and needs to be refined, the concept is cool but i just struggle with it, not fluid
enogh for a side scrolling beat em up. Very simple and satisfying Pong-esque pvp game, which is hard to fault considering its
price. However, it would definitely benefit from a couple more maps, player customisation and more responsive controller
support (not to mention lack of options in setting up certain gametypes, i.e. time\/score limits). It would also be much
appreciated to have a pause menu in-game, rather than having to force quit out.

That aside, works well as a local multiplayer time filler, but does feel like you're just fullscreening something off miniclip..
Every Sci-fi geek NEEDS this game in their life.
Even without VR this is immersive AF

Please note:
Playing this game with drunk people on saturday will place the game in hardcore mode. Pseudo-twin stick top-down-view
shooter, where you can get "Game Over" screen without actually losing. Just because. Or maybe it's some hitbox stuff, like the
enemy hitting you when he's not even close. Horrible controls, speed of gameplay, sounding and visuals. Adding the usual: a
terrible color palette, absolutely unbalanced, mindless gameplay, and 5000 achievements just for the single opening of the
"game." Another trashy fake instead of a normal game in your profile. Soon such pseudo-developers will gain enough strength
to occupy more and more places on the market, like cancer cells that replace normal ones. I can only wonder at those who
accept this willingly. 1\/10 mark.. Paulliee TV

This game is one of the first games in the Sherlock Holmes game franchise, So of course it is a old game and in all fairness the
story and puzzles all still hold up well in todays market

But as all earlier Sherlock Holmes games the voice acting is quite bad and of course the interface and also the movement are
quite terrible, But if you can overlook these flaws then this is a game to enjoy for hours on end

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UY0gBfCKm3s

Happy New Year!:
So, now that BossConstructor has been released, let me tell you a bit about my plans regarding BossConstructor for this year:

1) As promised, there will be 3 free bonus DLCs which will add a few often-demanded new features. And while I do not have
a specific schedule for making these, I will begin working on the first one soon. The first DLC will include 2 new modules as
well as a feature which will allow you to set weapons and other modules to auto-fire.

2) I will also do another development live stream on Twitch. It will be on Sunday the 15th of January at 6 PM GMT / 7 PM
CET. You can watch it on twitch.tv/bossconstructor. While I haven't done any streams lately due to time constraints and
technical problems, I look forward to do some more!

3) In other news, I've been on the Space Game Junkie podcast a few weeks ago. Its about one hour long and covers the game's
development process as well as some technical aspects. If you're interested, you can find the recording here: 
https://www.spacegamejunkie.com/podcasts/sgj-podcast-183-bossconstructor/

I hope you're having a great time! :)

Cheers, Mirko. The Dawnshadow Arrives:
Epic of Serinor: Dawnshadow is now available for purchase! Buy Dawnshadow for 10% off during its launch week.

See you in Serinor!. [BLOG] New BLOG entry about content in MilOps:
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The release-date for MilOps: Benchmark is approaching.. Kickstarter campaign’s deadline is next week.:
Hi, this is DEEEER Simulator.

Hurry up! Our Kickstarter campaign’s deadline is soon.
We have only 7 days left.

Kickstarter Page

Thank you!. Join this Year’s First Playtest on Steam this February!:
Hello inmates,

We know you’ve been waiting for an update this year! A brand new Show Director Power, axe improvements and more updates
are coming your way this month. You’re invited to preview and help us improve them in a Technical Playtest on Monday,
February 4!

Don’t forget that the features you’ll see in the Playtest are still in development, so you may experience some issues.
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WHAT EXACTLY AM I TESTING?. Restoration Update v1.2!:
Hello again, and welcome to an update to Restoration! There are a couple of new things here and there and I'd like to list some
of them. First off I fixed some bugs here and there. Also here is a note of some things added:

1. A tutorial added in the beginning with a new playable character: Anna.
2. New Weapons, Monsters and Items.
3. A traveling merchant who is placed around Astrelia and can offer you rare equipment.
4. Some minor stat changes.
5. Two Secret Bosses.
6. Option to skip the opening story and/or speed it up by holding the action button.
7. Vechicle graphic changes.
8. And a few more goodies.
9. Price dropped from 3.99 to 2.99.

Also I'd like to announce: Restoration: Nightmare Chronicles. A free short story DLC that is non cannon but for pure
entertainment.

Get it here!
http://store.steampowered.com/app/707330/Restoration_Nightmare_Chronicles/

*Trading Cards, Badges, Backgrounds and Emoticons have been made and will be available when steam lets me release.*

Let us go where the world takes us- Syukino
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